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 pcmcia sbc fdd motherboard. How do I solve this problem i have a new fdd. You can fix it by removing the video card, and
then putting it back in, and rebooting. My desktop has a memory slot on the board, have you tried taking it out to see if it has the
same problem? If you have a spare Motherboard (you could get a free motherboard from a friend) you should just swap it into
your machine, put it back into the empty slot and plug the mobo back into the back and hook up the power and it should work,
or if you have a spare video card you can swap that in too. Anyway good luck I know it can be hard trying to get it back up and
running. Originally posted by xiacomo my desktop has a memory slot on the board, have you tried taking it out to see if it has

the same problem? no i dont have a spare motherboard but i can swap them and i have done that but it does not work i also have
a new fdd i have made the batery work but no video card the video card is the problem and i cant find it i tried with and without
battery power ok i will try this now i do not have any more power batery i am on a tower pcmcia 4 motherboard with no power
adapter here is the lspci Originally posted by mdmdmdmdmdmdmdmdmdmdmd If you have a spare Motherboard (you could
get a free motherboard from a friend) you should just swap it into your machine, put it back into the empty slot and plug the
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